Read Book Nicky Twins

Nicky Twins
The joys and real-life traumas of twelve remarkable sets of twins,
triplets, and quintuplets are revealed in this collection of stories
that are a reminder of how incompletely any theory explains real
life.
Famous footballer Byron Fullard returns to his parents' home in
Cumbria looking forward to indulging his passions for running
and history and to spending time with his best friend, Johnny
Hampson. His only concern is Johnny's uncertain relationship
with the beautiful but enigmatic Nicky Reed, whose deep bond
with Simon, one of her twin brothers, borders on the obsessive.
But Simon's apparent suicide is the catalyst for the kind of
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spiralling violence that might be expected in Manchester, where
Byron plays for the mighty Manchester United, but never in
tranquil Cartmel, nestling as it has for centuries in the shadow of
its glorious Priory. Johnny's father, Ed, a detective in the local
police force, struggles to understand the mayhem suddenly
consuming the quiet backwater as he desperately tries to discover
the murderer before more lives are lost. A secret room, a selfish
mother, family rivalries, a hooded stranger and Nicky's
extraordinary behaviour all stretch Ed's imagination to its limits
before he solves the case in dramatic style .or does he? Only
echoes from the past and some startling revelations can bring final
resolution and enable Cartmel to resume its ancient peace and
beauty.
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Plagued by a childhood of loss and sadness a Bronx boy of epic
brilliance evolves into a loner and becomes obsessed with
running as a means of escaping his emotional anguish. Mentored
by an Olympic class swimmer and a highly trained combat
soldier he develops an arsenal of life saving skills. An act of
heroism forges a bond and friendship with the most powerful
gangster in America. Deeply in love and faced with induction
into the Vietnam War the young Danny Corvo reaches the
crossroad of his lifetime.
“Reading [this book] is like driving down the road with a
companion who is so smart and funny and insightful that her
conversation transforms the landscape” (Jane Smiley, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of A Thousand Acres). The twelve
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“meticulously observed” stories of Women and Children First
showcase New York Times–bestselling author and National
Book Award finalist Francine Prose at her finest—offering a
glimpse into the lives of men and women searching for
connection and meaning in a world that often seems preprogrammed for absurdity (The New York Times). An adult
daughter struggling to understand her father’s newfound
Hasidic faith, an alcoholic trying to improve himself by fasting, a
housewife enrolled in the New Consciousness Academy, a
French literature professor who’s begun to fear Madame
Bovary, and a young woman seeking direction from a Tibetan
master in the company of neurotic, overeager followers—these
are the achingly, hilariously real people who inhabit these “wise
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and witty” stories (Minneapolis Star-Tribune).
The Vertical City
Incomparable
All His (A Nicky Lyons FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 2)
All That's Left to Know About a Place Both Wonderful and
Strange
Two Young Migrants and the Making of an American Life
A Run to the Dark Side
For many, the Kray twins are legends but for Chris
Lambrianou they were something else entirely . . . As
a young East End tearaway, Chris turned to crime to
escape the grinding poverty of his life. Armed
robbery, safe blowing, fraud, even attempted murder
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- the big brash Cockney did the lot. Then, when he
became too successful, the Krays decided they
wanted a slice of his action. Pulled into their orbit,
Chris was unimpressed by a crime empire built on
fear, and alarmed to realise his brother Tony had
become a paid up member of their firm. Then Chris
was lured to the party that ended in the murder of
Jack the Hat McVitie. Wanting to protect Tony, Chris
helped dispose of the body. He was arrested along
with the Krays and their firm, and after a sensational
trial he was jailed for life in 1969. In this searing
autobiography, he also describes what it's like to
face life as a category A prisoner, the beatings and
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harsh regime, the friendship he found with other
prisoners like Charlie Richardson and Bruce
Reynolds. Still, in deep despair after years inside, he
tried to kill himself but ultimately found the strength
not just to survive but to change his life forever . . .
(FAQ). Twin Peaks , the infamously strange,
seductive, and confounding murder mystery that
made network television safe for surrealism, is
returning to the small screen after 25 years. Created
by David Lynch and Mark Frost, the series enjoys a
hallowed standing in popular culture and remains a
touchstone in the evolution of TV as an artistic
medium. For its many intensely devoted fans, Twin
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Peaks continues to beguile and disturb and delight;
it's a bottomless well of allusions, symbols,
conundrums to ponder and images to unpack, an
endlessly engrossing puzzle box, an obsessive's
dream. Twin Peaks FAQ will guide longtime fans and
the newly initiated through the origins of the series,
take them behind the scenes during its production,
and transport readers deep into the rich mythology
that made Twin Peaks a cultural phenomenon. The
book features detailed episode guides, character
breakdowns, and explorations of the show's
distinctive music, fashion, and locations. With a
sometimes snarky, always thoughtful (but never dry
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or academic) analysis of Twin Peaks ' myriad
oddities, mysteries, references, and delicious
insanity, Twin Peaks FAQ is a comprehensive,
immersive, and irresistible reference for experts and
newbies alike.
"Short stories of New York City." Cf. Hanna, A. Mirror
for the nation
From Brendan Whitt, the author of A Summer In
Harlem and When the Crows Come Home comes his
dramatic and episodic story about friendship. During
the summer of 1967 a wealthy widow known as Ms.
Cathy opens Camp Hope N' Oak, a progressive
summer camp for children ages 11 to 13. Her hope is
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to create an environment where children can be free
from the racial atmosphere they are subjected to in
everyday life. In Cabin No.20 two black campers from
different backgroundsbunk with two white campers.
The new cabin mates get off to a rought start when
one of them faces his own prejudices. Once over
their racial misconseptions and assumptions Cabin
No.20 goes in search of a secret "hangout" that the
counselors go to when all of the campers are asleep.
On their way to completeing the mission each one of
the boys must fight his own personal battles
including the death of a close friend and fellow
camper.
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Is It Just Me? (Or One Woman's Life Through Emails)
Twin Peaks FAQ
The Far Away Brothers
A Novel
Nicky and Liam Adventures: the Gruddz
Lives of Extraordinary Twins
Missy learned not to depend on anyone but
herself at a young age. She found friendship
and family. She was taught that you don’t
have to be blood-related to belong. When an
unexpected brother came into her life,
everything changed. She became a mother, but
she had her best friend there, always helping
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her. As life happened, her best friend passed
away, and her life fell apart. But she had
her guardian angel watching over her and
guiding her toward her chance at real love
and having the real family that she has
always wanted.
Nicky and the TwinsThe Lost
RabbitHarpercollins Pub Limited
Rooted in the creative success of over 30
years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the
Weekly World News has been the world's only
reliable news source since 1979. The online
hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.
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Ricky and Nicky are twins, and even though
they are like two peas in a pod, it is not as
hard to tell them apart as it could be.
An epic wartime novel of passion, betrayal
and danger
Indivisible by Two
Taking Charge Missy’s Way
Emotionally Healthy Twins
Nicky Barr, an Australian Air Ace
Surfer

A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2018! A Vulture Best
Sci-Fi and Fantasy Book of 2018! In a land similar to
South Africa, twin brothers are beset by powerful forces
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beyond their understanding or control in this thrilling
blend of science fiction, horror, magic, and dark
humor—evocative of the works of Lauren Beukes, Ian
McDonald, and Nnedi Okorafor—from the author of The
Prey of Gods. Two brothers. Seven vices. One demonic
possession. Can this relationship survive? Auben Mutze
has more vices than he can deal with—six to be exact—each
branded down his arm for all the world to see. They mark
him as a lesser twin in society, as inferior, but there’s no
way he’ll let that define him. Intelligent and outgoing,
Auben’s spirited antics make him popular among the
other students at his underprivileged high school. So what
if he’s envious of his twin Kasim, whose single vice brand
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is a ticket to a better life, one that likely won’t involve
Auben. The twins’ strained relationship threatens to snap
when Auben starts hearing voices that speak to his
dangerous side—encouraging him to perform evil deeds
that go beyond innocent mischief. Lechery, deceit, and
vanity run rampant. And then there are the inexplicable
blood cravings. . . . On the southern tip of an African
continent that could have been, demons get up to no good
during the time of year when temperatures dip and
temptations rise. Auben needs to rid himself of these
maddening voices before they cause him to lose track of
time. To lose his mind. And to lose his . . . TEMPER
In post-WWII San Diego, Ben Prescott, an unhappily
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married lawyer, begins an affair with Aly, a mysterious
young woman whose beautiful face hides a dark,
dangerous core. When their relationship ends badly, Aly
begins a vicious campaign to destroy him and everything
he holds dear. Ben doesnt know it, but her actions will
have devastating impacts for decades to come. As Ben tries
to salvage whats left of his world, Aly aggressively pursues
her dreams on her own terms. Her depraved lust for
revenge cannot be sated by ruining Bens life; Aly wont stop
until generations of his familyincluding Zack and Alex, the
two sons he had with Alypay as well. As she raises Bens
sons, even she has no idea that they may be the catalysts
for her downfall as well as for the redemption of two
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families. Passion, regret, hate, love, and vengeance that
crisscross a continent for thirty years finally collide in a
serpentine showdown between a woman who would stop at
nothing to gain her desires and the men whose lives she has
inexorably altered. Those who survive will have to redefine
a future that no one could ever have foreseen.
While protecting a pregnant shape-shifter who is one of the
only survivors of a brutal attack meant for her, rogue
bounty hunter Evangeline Stone stumbles upon a
horrifying conspiracy that only she can stop--if she
manages to stay alive. Original. 75,000 first printing.
"The Vertical City" by Fannie Hurst. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
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encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Twin Rivers: The Series Starter Collection
Christmas with the Chrystals & Other Stories
The Planting
How to Hide a Horse
All Mine (A Nicky Lyons FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 1)
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The Cosmopolitan
A compelling personal account of an Australian fighter pilot in
WWII.
Nicky needs some comfort and reassurance from her old toy rabbit
Mr Bob - and so do the twins. 3-6 yrs.
An Angel Knocks on Hells Door is a riveting story of a young girls
perilous journey into womanhood. When sixteen-year-old Gia
discovers her father with another woman and reveals his betrayal to
her family, he deserts them. They lose everything, plummeting from
a comfortable middle-class existence into a neighborhood rife with
crime, gangs, racial tension and drugs. It is there that the stage is set
for Gia to come of age under the obsessive sexual attentions of a
neighborhood gang leader. Suffering from the belief that she is
guilty of having shattered her family and that she has become a
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loose woman, she is convinced that she is condemned to hell. Her
sins are so great in her eyes that she can never confess them to a
priest or anyone for that matter. And if you cant confess, you cant
be forgiven. This is the story of Gias battle, triumph and salvation
from hell -- without ever confessing a thing to a priest. Insecure and
reeling from the departure of her husband, Gias mother is not
prepared to raise her three children and support her mother. Unable
to accept her leadership role, she emotionally abandons her family
in favor of her new boyfriend. The children are left under the
watchful eye of Nanny, her mother, who is nicknamed The Iron
Lady. Nanny is a tough, no-nonsense woman with a rough-edged
sense of humor. She is caught between protecting her grandchildren
and risking her already fragile relationship with her daughter.
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destructing, she fears losing them to their personal demons: Tony to
gangs, drugs and drinking; Mario, inwardly, to the solitary pursuit
of running; and Gia to sexual awakening. The stakes are raised
when Gia, the object of obsession for Nicky, a neighborhood Greek
gang leader, unknowingly rebuffs him in favor of his younger
brother. A ballistic Nicky rapes her, warning her that if she tells
anyone, he will kill her and her family. Obsessed with controlling
her, he takes over every facet of her life, from choosing what she
wears, chauffeuring her to and from school, to physically and
emotionally assaulting her if she doesnt do as he says. If Gia
thought she was knocking on Hells door before, she is absolutely
certain that Satan has answered it in the form of Nicky. A man of
starkly contrasting dark and light personality traits, Nicky
alternately abuses Gia and treats her like a princess. All the while he
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asserts, You will love me. Despite her initial fear and hatred of him,
she slowly, and with much guilt and confusion, finds herself drawn
to him both emotionally and physically. She struggles to understand
how she can possibly love the devil unless shes evil too. This sets
her on a treacherous pilgrimage of self-discovery. What she comes
to realize is that in order to face Nicky, she has to face herself, even
if she doesnt like what she sees. And sometimes the devil teaches us
lessons that we dont want to learn but must learn in order to survive.
Gia discovers exactly what she represents to Nicky and it involves
more than just sex. He uses her as his sword against his controlling
parents, his arranged marriage and his impending return to Greece.
Gia's story ends in a stunning climax, surprising to both her and
Nicky.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A raw,
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honest, and revealing co-memoir by Brie and Nikki Bella: twin
sisters, WWE Hall of Fame inductees, and stars of the hit E! shows
Total Bellas and Total Divas. As twins, the Bellas have always
competed. Legend has it that Nikki drop-kicked Brie in the womb
so that she could make her grand entrance first. But the rest of the
world often treated them as identical and even interchangeable, so
they decided to do something about it. After they made it into
WWE, the Bellas accomplished so much together: bringing in
young girls and women while building the Bella Army, helping the
transition of female performers from Divas to Superstars, starring in
Total Divas and Total Bellas, and founding companies like
Birdiebee, Nicole + Brizee Beauty, and Bonita Bonita Wine.
Though their early journey began with loss, abuse, and plenty of
rough times, these challenges “shined the diamond.” They resolved
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to be survivors and the heroes of their own stories, and to take
control and responsibility for their lives. Eventually, they would
come to show girls everywhere that they can do anything. The
Bellas may be identical twins—but as individuals, they have proven
themselves Incomparable.
The Kray Madness
Tricky Twins
A New Philosophy for Parenting Two Unique Children
Women and Children First
The Great Nappy Disaster
Weekly World News

When Michelle and Stephanie learn Michelle's favorite
horse is headed for a horrible new life as a workhorse,
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they are determined to rescue the unfortunate animal.
Original.
Twin brothers, Nicky and Liam, are always looking for a
great adventure no matter the danger. Nicky had an
adventurous streak in him that no one, besides Liam,
understood. The twins had a special connection and an
unbreakable bond. What starts out as an exciting dare
turns into the best adventure of their lives. From a bold
rescue to taking on the ferocious gruddz. But are they
ready for the gruddz revenge?
Brett Malloy never thought he quite fit in with his
brothers and sister. A quiet man who thought much more
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than he spoke, Brett spent most of his life in his siblings’
shadows. After getting an unexpected new ranch, he
spends his days with only ex-gunslinger and a runaway
boy for company. When an unexpected injury lays him
out, Doctor Alexandra Brighton arrives to treat him. Too
bad she was his long lost love he’d long since given up on
or he might be tempted to fall for her again. Alex
struggles with her feelings for Brett, a taciturn man who
has always made her crazy. With her love for him
reignited, she decides it’s up to her to teach him how to
live, and find love and passion. Brett wants to grab hold of
Alex and hang on, but he can’t seem to step into the light
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and accept her love. When another man steps up to claim
the woman who owns his heart, Brett must decide if life is
only worth living with Alexandra by his side.
A significant expansion of the critically acclaimed first
edition, Classics Illustrated: A Cultural History, 2d ed.,
carries the story of the Kanter family’s series of comicsstyle adaptations of literary masterpieces from 1941 into
the 21st century. This book features additional material on
the 70-year history of Classics Illustrated and the careers
and contributions of such artists as Alex A. Blum, Lou
Cameron, George Evans, Henry C. Kiefer, Gray Morrow,
Rudolph Palais, and Louis Zansky. New chapters cover
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the recent Jack Lake and Papercutz revivals of the series,
the evolution of Classics collecting, and the unsung role
of William Kanter in advancing the fortunes of his father
Albert’s worldwide enterprise. Enhancing the lively
account of the growth of “the World’s Finest Juvenile
Publication” are new interviews and correspondence with
editor Helene Lecar, publicist Eleanor Lidofsky, artist
Mort Künstler, and the founder’s grandson John “Buzz”
Kanter. Detailed appendices provide artist attributions,
issue contents and, for the principal Classics
Illustrated–related series, a listing of each printing
identified by month, year, and highest reorder number.
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New U.S., Canadian and British series have been added.
More than 300 illustrations—most of them new to this
edition—include photographs of artists and production
staff, comic-book covers and interiors, and a substantial
number of original cover paintings and line drawings.
The Heart of the Night
Identically Different
A Cultural History, 2d ed.
Let Love In
Say Nothing
The Tribute
In this book, a geneticist who studies identical
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twins “treats the view that genes are destiny with
skepticism” (The New York Times). How much are
the things you choose to do every day determined
by your genes and how much is your own free will?
Drawing on his own cutting-edge research of
identical twins, leading geneticist Tim Spector
shows us how the same upbringing, the same
environment, and even the same exact genes can
lead to very different outcomes. Thoughtprovoking, entertaining, and enlightening,
Identically Different helps us understand the
science behind what makes each of us unique and
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so quintessentially human.
W hats a mom to do when her family drives her
crazy? Write about it, of course. This is one
womans story about her family and the driving
force behind her reasons to e-mail to her friends
about what its like to be part of the insanity that is
her life. Join Sue as she writes about her everyday
adventures being a mother, wife, teacher,
chauffer, cook, doctor and all around go-to gal that
comes with having three over-the-top children.
(And just be thankful that it isnt you living her
crazy life!)
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When a senator’s daughter goes missing, it is a
race against time as FBI Special Agent Nicky
Lyons, 28, a fast-rising star in the BAU, is tasked
with finding her—and with finding, per the
senator’s order, the top 10 abducted women most
likely to still be alive. When a kidnapper abducts
female twins, giving one a chance to escape while
the other is killed, Nicky wonders: could this be
the same killer who took her own sister more than
a decade ago? “A masterpiece of thriller and
mystery.” —Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos (re Once Gone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ALL HIS (A Nicky
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Lyons FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 2) is book #2
in a new series by #1 bestselling and critically
acclaimed mystery and suspense author Blake
Pierce. Nicky Lyons, 28, a missing-persons
specialist in in the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit,
is an expert at tracking down abductees and
bringing them home. The connection is personal:
after Nicky’s twin sister was abducted at 16, Nicky
made stopping kidnappers her life’s work. But
when Nicky is assigned to a new task force in
south Florida dedicated to finding the recently
missing, she soon realizes she’s up against a serial
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killer more diabolical than she imagined. Her only
hope at finding these girls is entering his mind and
outwitting him at his own game. Nicky and her
new partner, both headstrong, don’t see eye to
eye, and the case opens decade-old wounds related
to her sister’s disappearance. Can Nicky keep her
demons at bay in time to save the victims? Nicky,
haunted by the demons of her own missing sister,
knows that time will be of the essence in bringing
these girls home—if it is not already too late. A
page-turning and harrowing crime thriller
featuring a brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the
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NICKY LYONS series is a riveting mystery, packed
with non-stop action, suspense, twists and turns,
revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that
will keep you flipping pages late into the night.
Fans of Rachel Caine, Teresa Driscoll and Robert
Dugoni are sure to fall in love. Book #3 in the
series—ALL HE SEES—is also available. “An edge
of your seat thriller in a new series that keeps you
turning pages! ...So many twists, turns and red
herrings… I can't wait to see what happens next.”
—Reader review (Her Last Wish) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “A strong,
complex story about two FBI agents trying to stop
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a serial killer. If you want an author to capture
your attention and have you guessing, yet trying to
put the pieces together, Pierce is your author!”
—Reader review (Her Last Wish) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “A typical
Blake Pierce twisting, turning, roller coaster ride
suspense thriller. Will have you turning the pages
to the last sentence of the last chapter!!!”
—Reader review (City of Prey) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Right from
the start we have an unusual protagonist that I
haven't seen done in this genre before. The action
is nonstop… A very atmospheric novel that will
keep you turning pages well into the wee hours.”
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—Reader review (City of Prey) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Everything
that I look for in a book… a great plot, interesting
characters, and grabs your interest right away.
The book moves along at a breakneck pace and
stays that way until the end. Now on go I to book
two!” —Reader review (Girl, Alone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
“Exciting, heart pounding, edge of your seat
book… a must read for mystery and suspense
readers!” —Reader review (Girl, Alone) ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The deeply reported story of identical twin
brothers who escape El Salvador's violence to
build new lives in California—fighting to survive,
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to stay, and to belong. “Impeccably timed,
intimately reported, and beautifully
expressed.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • WINNER OF
THE RIDENHOUR BOOK PRIZE • SILVER
WINNER OF THE CALIFORNIA BOOK AWARD
Growing up in rural El Salvador in the wake of the
civil war, the United States was a distant fantasy
to identical twins Ernesto and Raul Flores—until,
at age seventeen, a deadly threat from the region’s
brutal gangs forces them to flee the only home
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they’ve ever known. In this urgent chronicle of
contemporary immigration, journalist Lauren
Markham follows the Flores twins as they make
their way across the Rio Grande and the Texas
desert, into the hands of immigration authorities,
and from there to their estranged older brother in
Oakland, CA. Soon these unaccompanied minors
are navigating school in a new language, working
to pay down their mounting coyote debt, and
facing their day in immigration court, while also
encountering the triumphs and pitfalls of teenage
life with only each other for support. With intimate
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access and breathtaking range, Markham offers an
unforgettable testament to the migrant
experience. FINALIST FOR THE LOS ANGELES
TIMES BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE J.
ANTHONY LUKAS BOOK PRIZE • LONGLISTED
FOR THE PEN/BOGRAD WELD PRIZE FOR
BIOGRAPHY “[This] beautifully written book . . .
can be read as a supplement to the current news,
a chronicle of the problems that Central Americans
are fleeing and the horrors they suffer in flight.
But it transcends the crisis. Markham’s deep,
frank reporting is also useful in thinking ahead to
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the challenges of assimilation, for the struggling
twins and many others like them. . . . Her
reporting is intimate and detailed, and her tone is
a special pleasure. Trustworthy, calm, decent, it
offers refuge from a world consumed by Twitter
screeds and cable news demagogues. . . . A
generous book for an ungenerous age.”—Jason
DeParle, The New York Review of Books “You
should read The Far Away Brothers. We all
should.”—NPR “This is the sort of news that is the
opposite of fake. . . . Markham is our knowing,
compassionate ally, our guide in sorting out, up
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close, how our new national immigration policy is
playing out from a human perspective. . . . An
important book.”—The Minneapolis Star Tribune
As Lie the Dead
An Angel Knocks on Hell's Door
Stories
Classics Illustrated
Why We Can Change Our Genes
Cosmopolitan
A new parenting twins philosophy
outlining the seven simple concepts to
raising emotionally healthy individuals
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even while encouraging them to cherish
their special sibling relationship
Across continents, through times of war
and peace, love lives on... Judith
Lennox delves into the world of the
Russian aristocracy in her gripping
wartime novel, The Heart of the Night.
Perfect for fans of Santa Montefiore
and Kate Morton. 'I have fallen
completely in love with Judith Lennox's
writing - she's a fantastic
storyteller!' Jill Mansell '[A]
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wonderfully creative tale of how
ordinary people across Britain and
Europe lived through an extraordinary
time... The characters are in many ways
so normal, yet in other ways so
unbelievably wonderful, in this
gripping and heartfelt story' Newcastle Herald In the spring of 1936,
Kay Garland embraces an exciting new
life of glamour when she becomes
companion to Russian Konstantin
Denisov's daughter, Miranda. The two
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girls become firm friends, and when
Miranda falls in love with a young
Parisian, Kay helps her keep the
relationship secret. But Konstantin
learns of the affair and promptly
dismisses Kay, leaving her penniless
and stranded in Nazi Berlin. By chance
she meets Tom Blacklock, who pays for
her ticket home, and is destined to
play an important part in her life. As
for Miranda, she makes a decision that
will put her in the path of disaster.
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With the outbreak of war come death and
destruction and, for both women,
consuming passion, along with the fear
of losing all that they hold dear.
After Hitler's defeat, there are new
dangers - and opportunities to find
love where least expected. What readers
are saying about The Heart of the
Night: 'Ms Lennox's writing is truly
amazing, and creates characters that
remain with me after the last page is
turned. This is a book to lose yourself
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in' 'The book is beautifully written the author evokes an atmosphere so that
you feel as if you are actually there'
'The best Lennox novel'
Dive into three YA romances perfect for
fans of Kasie West and Jenny Han.
Hidden rockstars, mysterious accidents,
exclusive boarding schools. Welcome to
Twin Rivers, a small town where the
kids who attend the public school do
not cross those at the exclusive
boarding school that is home to the
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children of politicians, foreign
dignitaries, and celebrities—anyone in
need of extra protection. Dating My
Best Friend: Eighteen months ago an
accident rocked the public school,
leaving one student dead and sending
others fleeing town to deal with the
aftermath. Now, Peyton Callahan
navigates the post-accident, post-deathof-her-brother world where her friends
aren’t her friends anymore and the one
boy she always counted on has returned
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to torment her with their distance. Cam
isn’t the same boy he was before, but
she’s determined to remind him what
their friendship once meant. Wylder and
the Secret Rockstar: After being
expelled from the public school, Wylder
Anderson finds herself among the elite
at Defiance Academy, feeling more out
of place than she ever has. And then
she meets Logan, the twin brother of
her rockstar idol. A brother with
secrets. As she works with him on a
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music project, she’s determined to find
out just what it is he’s hiding. She
just never imagined the scandal that
would cause. Dating Nashville: Beckett
Anderson has enjoyed his new fame as
Nashville’s golden boy. It’s been two
years since he returned home to Twin
Rivers, since he saw his best friend’s
little brother, Nicky. When he stares
out at the crowd during a concert, he
finds Nicky’s heartbroken face as his
boyfriend dumps him. So, there’s only
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one logical thing to do. Jump off stage
and kiss him, right? How does a
straight guy accidentally come out as
gay to the entire country music world?
That’s right, he doesn’t. Escape into
three heartfelt, swoony young adult
romances with feel-good vibes and
endearing characters.
In this collection of interconnected
short stories members of the Ferrell
family go through many different things
in their lives and in how they find
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love. For some it's new love, some it's
starting over, some it's finding selflove, and others true love. Through it
all the family bands together and
impacts each other in different ways.
The shocking truth about Reg and Ron
from the East End gangster they almost
destroyed
Camp '67
Temper
The Lost Rabbit
Great Nappy Disaster
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Nicky and the Twins
When a senatorʼs daughter goes missing, it is a race
against time as FBI Special Agent Nicky Lyons, 28, a
fast-rising star in the BAU, is tasked with finding
her̶and with finding, per the senatorʼs order, the top 10
abducted women most likely to still be alive. Nicky,
haunted by the demons of her own missing sister, knows
that time will be of the essence in bringing these girls
home̶if it is not already too late. “A masterpiece of
thriller and mystery.” ̶Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone)
ALL MINE
(A Nicky Lyons FBI Suspense Thriller̶Book 1) is the
debut novel in a new series
by #1 bestselling and
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critically acclaimed mystery and suspense author Blake
Pierce. Nicky Lyons, 28, a missing-persons specialist in
in the FBIʼs Behavioral Analysis Unit, is an expert at
tracking down abductees and bringing them home. The
connection is personal: after Nickyʼs twin sister was
abducted at 16, Nicky made stopping kidnappers her
lifeʼs work. But when Nicky is assigned to a new task
force in south Florida dedicated to finding the recently
missing, she soon realizes sheʼs up against a serial killer
more diabolical than she imagined. Her only hope at
finding these girls is entering his mind and outwitting him
at his own game. Nicky and her new partner, both
headstrong, donʼt see eye to eye, and the case opens
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decade-old wounds related to her sisterʼs
disappearance. Can Nicky keep her demons at bay in
time to save the victims? Or will history repeat itself? A
page-turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a
brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the NICKY LYONS
series is a riveting mystery, packed with non-stop action,
suspense, twists and turns, revelations, and driven by a
breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into
the night. Fans of Rachel Caine, Teresa Driscoll and
Robert Dugoni are sure to fall in love. Books #2 and #3
in the series̶ALL HIS and ALL HE SEES̶are also
available. “An edge of your seat thriller in a new series
that keeps you turning pages! ...So many twists, turns
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and red herrings… I can't wait to see what happens
next.” ̶Reader review (Her Last Wish)
“A
strong, complex story about two FBI agents trying to stop
a serial killer. If you want an author to capture your
attention and have you guessing, yet trying to put the
pieces together, Pierce is your author!” ̶Reader review
(Her Last Wish)
“A typical Blake Pierce
twisting, turning, roller coaster ride suspense thriller. Will
have you turning the pages to the last sentence of the
last chapter!!!” ̶Reader review (City of Prey)
“Right from the start we have an unusual
protagonist that I haven't seen done in this genre before.
The action is nonstop… A very atmospheric novel that
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will keep you turning pages well into the wee hours.”
̶Reader review (City of Prey)
“Everything
that I look for in a book… a great plot, interesting
characters, and grabs your interest right away. The book
moves along at a breakneck pace and stays that way
until the end. Now on go I to book two!” ̶Reader review
(Girl, Alone)
“Exciting, heart pounding, edge
of your seat book… a must read for mystery and
suspense readers!” ̶Reader review (Girl, Alone)
David Monroe is the would-be beneficiary of his father's
multimillion-dollar enterprise. Avaricious and sadistic, Mr.
Monroe creates an evil plot to secure his inheritance by
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using another human being to sow his seed and bear the
children his barren wife cannot.Bodies begin to
disappear one after another. Helen Avery, seemingly a
victim of these mysterious disappearances, manages to
escape the gruesome nightmare and survives. Rescued
from the outback of Australia, Helen begins her own
investigation of the past, uncovering more and more
evidence that ultimately points to David Monroe.Set in
1980?s Australia, The Planting is a chilling novel of
depravity and greed, rich with dynamic characters and
twisted plots.The authorʼs other books are Tommy and
Jacqui Laughing With Kookaburras, Jasmin and The
Nature Fairies, and War Through the Eyes of a Child.
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Christmas with the Chrystals is a gorgeous short story
about how an influx of cheery young cousins at
Christmas warms the heart of a haughty grandmother
and lights up her chilly home. This very special Yuletide
story is accompanied by several Streatfeild Christmas
extracts from her many children's novels, including an
(almost) never-before-seen sequel chapter to her
bestseller Ballet Shoes. There are also recollections of
the author's own childhood Christmases (taken from the
Noel Streatfeild Christmas Holiday Book).
A Story of Courage and Adventure
Copper Snake
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